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Auto Advertiser, a Product that Delivers Real Advertisements to Real People
with Minimal Work, and No Hidden Fees

Auto Advertiser will change the way online marketers work. If you can click your mouse, you
can legitimately advertise to an untapped market of possible buyers. Work smarter, not harder!

(PRWEB) May 23, 2005 -- Costa Dedes, author of famous Â�Get on Google: Secrets RevealedÂ� and Wes
Lund have teamed up to produce what is set to be another best-selling product, Auto Advertiser. This new
product allows users to advertise every time they visit a webpage. As thousands of dollars are spent daily on
advertisements, the excitement over Auto Advertiser continues to mount. To secure an endless number of
advertisements, a one-time investment of about $40 is phenomenal. Aspiring marketers and affiliates, look no
further, the answer to your problems is here.

When approached for comments, Costa said, Â�WeÂ�re incredibly excited about Auto Advertiser and the
effects it will generate for marketers. Wewanted to create something new and innovating, something that
opened an untapped market, something we could be proud of. We are aware of all the other products that
promise free advertisements, but these other products either fail to perform, are price inhibitive, or they simply
lack Â�kick.Â� We have been searching for an answer for two months, now, and, finally, we found a way!
What we do is use Internet Explorer, which ships with Windows, as a marketing tool, so even starting out,
marketers can be advertising all the time. Best of all, itÂ�s a set-and-forget type product, set it up once, and
advertise thousands of times daily.Â�

For the price of a dinner and a movie users can start sending hundreds or thousands of daily advertisements,
depending on how often the user surfs the Internet. These kinds of ads can cost as much as $700 using
traditional advertising methods that do not have the same reach. Mr. Lund went on record, saying, Â�Knowing
that every website you visit could result in a sell, a joint venture, or a new affiliate sign up is incentive enough
to draw most established marketers to the product. We did not expect that most established marketers would
react this way because we didnÂ�t make Auto Advertiser for them, we built it for all the new and aspiring
marketers and affiliates who donÂ�t have the kind of money built up to run a costly marketing campaign. We
have had good response from our initial marking tests and expect to have to raise the price to keep supply
limited.Â�

Interested readers can visit http://www.freewebsitetraffic.info/ and get a copy of this ground-breaking software
before the price increase, scheduled for early June.
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Contact Information
Wes Lund
251-342-6370

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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